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New EagleView App Update Expands Beyond Roof Measurement Reports 

New app features provide roofing contractors with tools to boost bidding process 
 

Bothell, WA (October 03, 2018) – Eagle View Technologies (“EagleView®”), the leading 
provider of property intelligence for government, insurance, and commercial sectors, has 
released its newest update to the EagleView App, available for download on both the iOS App 
Store and on Google Play. The new EagleView App features include automated quoting for job 
estimates as well as an interactive 3D visualizer enabling a 360-degree view of the property. 
 
The EagleView App is currently used to order, view order status, and access property 
measurement reports anytime, anywhere. With this new update, users can now take the 
guesswork out of estimating by setting customized job cost and pricing preferences,  and 
generating an automated quote for every report order placed.  
 
“With every update we make to our technology and offerings, we continue to revolutionize the 
roofing industry,” stated EagleView CEO Rishi Daga. “The addition of automated quoting gives 
our customers the ability to take time-consuming manual processes out of the bidding stage so 
that they can focus on customer experience instead.” 
 
In addition to the automated quoting feature, the EagleView App now offers users an interactive 
3D visualizer. This visualizer allows roofers to see the property and its measurements in a 
three-dimensional model. Users can pinch, expand and rotate the property image for a complete 
view. 
 
The EagleView App is available for update on the iOS App Store and for download on Google 
Play. 
 
EagleView will continue to release additional updates to the EagleView App for both iOS and 
Android users.  
 
For more information regarding the EagleView app update, please contact Melissa Mazurek at 
(585) 444-2504 or melissa.mazurek@eagleview.com. 
 
About EagleView 
EagleView is the leading provider of high-resolution aerial imagery, property data analytics and 
structural measurements for government agencies, insurance carriers, roofing contractors and 
energy utilities. Using patented image capture techniques, 3D aerial measurement software and 
machine learning processes, EagleView helps customers answer questions related to millions of 
properties throughout the world. With a 60-petabyte library of oblique and orthogonal 
Pictometry® aerial imagery dating back to 2001 and the capacity to process tens of thousands 
of roof measurement reports per day, EagleView enables organizations to reduce field visits and 
adopt faster, safer and more cost-effective workflows. For more information, contact (866) 659-
8439 or visit www.eagleview.com. 
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